
JOHNATHAN WENSKE
Senior UX Designer 

WORK EXPERIENCE

United Airlines | Senior UX Designer
OCTOBER 2017 - PRESENT // CHICAGO,IL

Collaborating with researchers across multiple work-streams to effectively 
meet business/stakeholder goals while still providing a strong user 
experience for our employee facing products used daily by a wide verity of 
users in our airports around the world. 

Initially worked to improve/maintain current employee applications for native 
iOS and desktop web. I moved to leading design initiatives in an intense, 
iterative ‘innovation’ environment for a larger consumer-facing proof-of-
concept to evolve our entire departure customer experience. Simultaneously, 
I have been the designer to help research and design a single, cache-based 
progressive web app that combines current agent tools in order to improve 
the airport agent’s work flow and customer service.

AON Affinity | UX Designer
JUNE 2017 - OCTOBER 2017 // CHICAGO, IL

3.5 month contract for a nurse insurance website relaunch in which I focused 
on user-centered design principles to create an intuitive, mobile-first and 
highly functional web interaction design while working on an agile scrum 
team with 2 week sprints. I simplified complex information and delivered a 
usable, content-heavy interface that achieved business goals on increasing 
user retention and inquiry of service.

Caremerge | UX/UI Designer
MAY 2016 - MAY 2017 // CHICAGO, IL

Caremerge is a healthcare software start-up that’s mission is to reinvent the 
senior living experience by providing a completely secure on-line platform 
to manage records, events, and communication with family members and 
outside caregivers.

As the main UX and UI designer I was privileged enough to work on all 
products that spanned across multiple platforms such as native iOS, native 
Android, and responsive web applications. With the user base skewing 
heavily in upper middle-aged to senior citizens, my design goals were to 
be intuitive, simple, and accessible. I worked closely and transparently with 
business to define requirements. I collaborated with-our on shore and off-
shore engineers to design low to high fidelity wireframes and prototypes for 
production and on-site user testing. 

General Assembly | UXDI Student
JANUARY 2016 - MARCH 2016 // CHICAGO, IL

Utilized a hands-on approach to learn and develop my own user-centered 
design methods including research, ideation, prototyping, visual design, and 
information architecture. I worked on individual and collaborative projects in 
an intensive, competitive environment.

TWO X FOUR | Digital Art Director
SEPTEMBER 2015 - JANUARY 2016 // CHICAGO, IL

Juice Interactive | Interaction Designer
MAY 2015 - SEPTEMBER 2015 // CHICAGO, IL

University of North Texas | Graphic Designer
JUNE 2013 - MAY 2015 // DENTON, TX

EDUCATION

General Assembly
UXDI IMMERSIVE PROGRAM

University of North Texas | UX Designer

BFA: COMMUNICATION DESIGN

HEY THERE!
I’m an imaginative, curious, and bold person. I 
look forward to solving human problems and 
crafting meaningful, positive experiences for 
every individual to help drive business and 
customer needs.

While I love being a UX designer by day, outside 
the office you can find me at the gym, reading a 
book, or watching some show with my cat and 
dog posted up on me. 

W. johnathanwenske.com

E. jwenskedesign@gmail.com

P. 512.709.1686

TOOLS & SKILLS 
Sketching

Sketch App

Invision

Adobe Creative Cloud

Axure

Design Thinking

User Research 

User Testing

Affinity Diagramming

Concept Mapping 

Persona Creation

Site Maps

Wireframes

User Flows

UI Design

Jira

Familiar with HTML, CSS, JS principles

Achievements
Listed as an inventor on a patent (2020) for 
United’s new Gate Information Displays.


